For over 80 years the name Viking has represented global leadership in fire protection. Today, the
companies of the Viking Group (Viking Corporation, Viking SupplyNet, Viking Fabrication Services, Viking
Plastics, VGS® Grooved Piping Systems and Viking Special Systems) provide independent fire sprinkler
contractors with integrated solutions for any fire protection challenge. The Viking Group provides customers
with the following advantages:
 Quality: Our reputation for quality has been developed by focusing on continuous improvement in all
elements of our business – from the products we manufacture to the services we provide.
 Breadth: The largest selection of fixed fire protection products and services ensures single-point
solutions for any fire protection challenge.
 Support: Knowledgeable and experienced customer service and technical support at every point in the
project process.
 Innovation: From valves that are easier to install and maintain, to automated fabrication capabilities,
Viking's product innovations have been developed by understanding the needs of our customers.
 Availability: With 50 company-owned locations worldwide, and a host of independent distribution
partners, Viking’s products and services are available when and where our customers need them.
Our goal is to enhance and support the efforts of "independent" fire sprinkler contractors. Our commitment
to quality, service, and innovation means fewer problems and better, more cost-effective solutions for fire
sprinkler contractors. By continuously asking, "What do our customers need to grow and succeed?," Viking
will continue to lead the way in providing comprehensive, cost-effective tools for our customers.
The core of Viking's strength is the dedication and commitment of our people. We're passionate about what
we do, because fire protection is all we do. We believe that protecting people and property from fire is a
purposeful commitment that transcends the bottom line. Our singular, undivided focus on this work gives us
a "professional edge" - an edge that continues to set the Viking Group apart in a very competitive industry.

From sprinklers and fabrication to
CPVC and VGS® grooved products,
Viking has singlepoint solutions to solve
every fire protection challenge.

